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The debut EP "Love  Dialects" is an eclectic mixture of hypnotic beats and genuine lyrics. The first single

of the 6 song EP is "Lyrical Torch". Under two and a half minutes this track is powerful and direct. 6 MP3

Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop Details: Keith R. Shay is "DigiDred",

an artist and producer. Being a compound word, the alias "DigiDred" consists of two identities forming

one man. The former syllable, "Digi", relates to his appreciation and participation in the ever expanding

world of information technology, primarily the art of digital recording. The latter syllable, "Dred", relates to

most obviously his hair but more importantly, his outlook on the world. To DigiDred this name symbolizes

the dualities of his life, the "Yin  Yang", polarized yet fused in one man. In 1979, Keith Shay was born

outside New York City and raised in the Boston area. At a young age he surrounded himself in music.

Enjoying a spectrum of styles from Hip-hop, Reggae, Jazz and R  B to Classic and Modern Rock and

electronic music all helped to shape and influence him. At the age of thirteen Keith began to write poetry

and develop a real love for expression through words and beats. Eventually the insightful poetry

transformed into rhythmical lyrics. As his own artistry progressed Keith became DigiDred the M.C. This

"M.C. Poetic" spent his time writing, producing, and spittin' rhymes in his self built lab known as the

"Mystery Lab 101". By twenty-two he produced 36 songs. This music is a documentation of his thoughts

and expressions in the past years, i.e. a soundtrack to his life. "And as he peered into the fire its beauty

became apparent, he released this beauty onto the world as if breathing flames of fire."
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